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DON’T CHASE DREAMS,

CHASE VISION!

A dream is an image or thought passing through the mind
during sleep. A vision is a GLIMPSE into the future God has
scheduled for you. A dream is your desire. A vision is GOD’S
PLAN for your life.
Don’t chase dreams, chase vision. Dreams are images with

People who are
sleep, dream.
People who are
active see
visions.

no direction. Visions are insights into road that is already
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paved for you. People who dream
believe in their possibilities. People
who have vision can SEE their
possibilities.
That is the main difference the two.
Dreaming empowers you to believe
what is NOT available. Vision enables
you to physically SEE the opportunity
before you. In this day and age, with
unemployment at an all time high,
with the level of uncertainty being at
an alarming rate you DO NOT need
to dream, you need a vision.
You need to see the opportunity
before you so you can know where to
go and when to go. You need to SEE the blessing ahead of you so you won’t
wander in the wilderness. You need to SEE the advantages in front of you so
you can capture them. You need to SEE the hope around
you so you can keep pushing for what is greater.
Vision is an
opportunity made
manifest by a plan People who chase vision will never come up empty
that has impacted
handed. However, people who chase dreams will always
others with action.
-FOUNTAIN HENDRICKS

come up short. Proverbs 28:19 says, “Those who work
their land will have plenty of food, but the ones who
chase empty dreams instead will end up poor.”
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Chasing dreams are a waste of time. Why? Because God told you to write the
vision and make it plain, not write the dream. Habakkuk 2:2-3says, “And the
Lord answered me, and said, Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables,
that he may run that readeth it. For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but
at the end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because it will
surely come, it will not tarry.”

Visions are OPPORTUNITIES!
Dreams are IDEALISTIC!
Now that you know the difference between dreams and visions, are you
chasing vision or a dream? If you haven’t seen results you are probably chasing
dreams. If you feel you are chasing the wind you are probably chasing dreams.
Your family is depending on you to chase vision. Your purpose is waiting on
you to chase vision. Your destiny is relying on you to chase vision. The
opportunities God has put before you may not fulfill your personal desire but
it will lead you toward the ultimate purpose.
The picture you see in your vision is the next step God has ordered for you in
your journey. Read this exclusive teaching called "how to take small steps."
For more wisdom go to
www.thewisdomstore.com
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